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Executive Summary
Work package 3 of the 5G Enhanced Robotic Autonomy (5G-ERA) project aims to develop
services for the vertical application of 5G robots and their corresponding network models.
These services are primarily focused on machine learning processing for robot autonomy in
the cloud to help the robots offload computations from their processing unit to the cloud.
Developed services (toolboxes) cover standard machine learning/computer vision tasks
such as object detection (Section 5.1), object recognition (Section 5.3), semantic
segmentation (Section 5.4) as well as object detection with movement evaluation (Section
5.2). Every machine learning service in this deliverable processes dense data (images)
generated by robotic sensors, which is challenging to transfer to the cloud for processing. For
this reason, Quality of Service (QoS) requirements are part of each such service. The network
model then creates a combination of the collected QoS. Specific metrics covered by QoS
requirements in the scope of this work package are defined in Section 2.1. QoS metrics are
collected within different simulation environments (ROBOT/EDGE/CLOUD). Their definition
and data flow diagrams are presented in Section 2.2.
The services mentioned above benefit from processing dense data from robotic sensors,
such as cameras, laser scanners (lidars), radars, etc. Their transmission can be used for
teleoperation, as shown on the transportation use case (Section 4.3). Combining data from
multiple sensors, e.g. omnidirectional camera and lidar data, may lead to the possibility to
generate realistic simulation environments based on such sensor data, as shown in Section
4.2. Dense data processing for simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) should not be
neglected either. Processing data from off-the-shelf omnidirectional cameras may generate
promising results, as measured in Section 4.1.
All the developed services should be deployed as containers to ETSI Open Source MANO
(OSM) in further project stages. Maintaining the containers and their management as Virtual
Network Functions (VNFs) for the OSM with code examples is then described in Section 2.3.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope
This document is a public deliverable of the 5G-ERA project’s Work Package 3 (WP3),
describing the achievements in the task of integrating Robotic Operating System (ROS) with
Open Source MANO (OSM) as well as developed robotic services with described Quality of
Service (QoS) requirements. The network Quality of Experience (QoE) models will be derived
using developed tools and collected knowledge from Work Package 2 (WP2). The tools and
methods developed within this work package and described in the following sections are
available online at the project official repository: https://github.com/5G-ERA.

1.2 Target Audience
The target audience of this deliverable is stakeholders of 5G-enhanced robot autonomy and
integrators of robotic processing services, especially the ones with focuses on deploying 5G
robots and related applications/services. The results reported here can also benefit the
audience developing or deploying devices for other vertical applications, such as transport,
logistics and traffic monitoring.

1.3 Document Structure
The main technical sections of the deliverable are organised as the following table. In the
table, we also mapped the committed tasks of the grant agreement (GA) with the outputs
reported in this deliverable to further clarify and position the innovative contributions under
the 5G-ERA project. The structure of this document and a short description of each chapter
are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1: Deliverable structure and mapping with project tasks

Section

Description

Task(s)

Duration

2

Definition of Quality of Service requirements in the
scope of the 5G-ERA project and this work package,
and managing containers within OSM.

-

-

3

Description of concepts for E2E smart event bus with
developed ROS monitoring node.

T3.4

M4-M8

4

Processing of dense data under simulated
environments. Description of the pipeline for the
generation of the robotic simulation environment;
developed
version
of
visual
SLAM
for
omnidirectional camera
and concepts
of
transportation robot teleoperation.

T3.5

M7-M12

5

Functionality and development of the ML tool for
5G-ERA vertical applications with measured QoS
requirements.

T3.6

M7-M12
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2 Methodology
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the methodology and terms definition for this
deliverable and maintenance examples for OSM deployable containers.

2.1 Quality of Service
The Quality of Service (QoS) is a set of technologies that provide the ability to cost-effectively
manage network traffic and enhance user experiences in robot networking environments.
Each application developed under WP3 has its own set of QoS requirements. Specific
measures of all QoS attributes depend on the process of interest. Existing work on QoS of
computer networks (Chen et al., 2004) uses three main categories to define the network QoS
metrics.
●
●
●

Timeliness measures the amount of time taken to produce the output of the
process/computation of the application.
Preciseness measures the amount or quality of the produced output.
Accuracy describes the correctness of the produced output, usually related to the
content of the output.

For applications developed under the 5G-ERA project, the QoS requirement definition is
extended by hardware computing requirements denoted as Compute capabilities. The
description of individual metrics regarding the categories and their measurement units is
described in Table 2.

Table 2: Detailed specification of metrics for Quality of Service requirements.

CATEGORY

METRIC

DESCRIPTION

msec

The expected response time is the time
elapsed between sending a request and
the reception of the first response by the
user/application.

Delay

msec

The network transmit delay is the time
elapsed between the emission of the first
bit of a data block by the transmitting endsystem and its reception by the receiving
end-system

Jitter

msec

Variation of delay generated by the
transmission equipment.

Expected
Response Time

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

UNITS
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Mbps

Data rate refers to the raw data rate of
encoded multimedia data before
transmission. Rate of the data encoding.

Required
Bandwidth

Mbps

The required bandwidth is defined by the
required data transfer rate of each
specific application. This metric includes
raw data and overhead.

Loss Rate

rate

The bit loss rate is the number of bits lost
between two points after transmission.

Error Rate

rate

The bit error rate is the frequency of
erroneous bits between two points after
transmission.

Data Rate

QoS metric
(Preciseness)

TOOLBOX

The preferred type of network slicing
setting by service.

Mobile
Network
Setting

5G Network
Preferred Slice
Setting

eMBB (enhanced Mobile Broadband) for
transferring dense data.
mMTC (massive Machine Type
Communications) for collecting sparse
data from sensors and IoT devices.

-

URLLC (Ultra-Reliable Low Latency
Communications) for emergent
intervention.

Compute
Capabilities

CPU (cores)

cores

Number of CPU cores

CPU (frequency)

MHz

Frequency of CPU cores

CPU usage

percent

CPU consumption / available CPU
capacity

GPU (cores)

cores

Number of computing cores available on
GPU.

GPU (frequency)

MHz

Frequency of GPU accelerator.

GPU (memory)

MB

Available memory for GPU computations.

GPU usage

percent

GPU consumption / available GPU
capacity

Memory usage

MB

RAM consumption / available RAM
capacity
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2.2 Simulated Environments for Robot Services
Services described in the following chapters are evaluated in terms of Quality of Service
requirements under simulated environments. These environments simulate locations for
deploying NetApps in the real world. For the scope of this deliverable, we distinguish between
three different environments - ROBOT, EDGE and CLOUD. Each environment defines a diverse
processing pipeline and network structure in the scope of this work package and different
QoS requirements.
ROBOT. This environment represents entirely local processing on robotic platforms/smart
cameras/computational nodes/etc. only. Therefore, there is no need for network
communication to process sensor data. Network communication may exist. However, it
should contain only information about the device’s state, which is not considered during QoS
measuring.
EDGE. This term in the scope of this work package means the environment, which consists of
an actor(s) (robots/sensors/smart cameras) and processing node(s) located on-site. A Wi-Fi
connection is used to measure QoS requirements to simulate this environment.
CLOUD. The last environment consists of an actor(s) and processing node(s). However, in this
case, processing node(s) are located off-site (not at the same location as the actor(s), e.g.
in the cloud). The QoS requirements for this environment are measured over the mobile
network.
For a better understanding of workflow and network communication under different types
of simulated environments, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Differences between the simulated environments and network communication.

2.3 Service Orchestration and Interfacing via ETSI
OSM
The Open Source MANO (ETSI OSM) is an open-source Management and Orchestration
(MANO) stack aligned with ETSI NFV Information Models, which will be used to orchestrate
the ROS services at the cloud and edge tiers.
In our case, the infrastructure is composed of edge and core nodes in which Robotic
Operating System (ROS) services will be deployed. The aforementioned services'
orchestration will be automatically conducted through OSM’s Northbound Interface (NBI) by
accessing OSM’s NBI and by managing descriptors, VIMs, Network Services, Slices, etc, along
with their whole lifecycle.
The automated orchestration will be implemented by leveraging the OSM client for “Day 1”
and “Day 2” operations. The OSM Client consists of a client library and a command-line tool
(based on Python). The installation of the python-osmclient package is a prerequisite. In this
way, by writing some Python code we are able to interact with OSM, using OSM client python
functions.
Day1 and Day2 operations are related to the onboarding, the instantiation and the deletion
of the service along with its derivatives. More specifically, “Day 1” are operations responsible
for starting the provision of the expected service. In contrast, “Day 2” operations are aimed
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at re-configuring or deleting the service when its behaviour needs to be modified and can
scale or run other closed-loop operations over it. The implementation of such procedures by
using OSM is described in the following sections.
Towards the goal mentioned above, two fundamental elements of OSM, the Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) and Network Services (NSs) with their respective descriptor files (VNFD, NSD),
are of high essentiality. VNFs are software network elements. Network services are performed
by dedicated software that runs on Virtual Machines (VMs) managed by Virtual Infrastructure
Managers (VIMs). The VNFD is a component of a VNF package and has been designed by
ETSI. Its role is to standardise the operations of VNFs in a cloud environment. VNFD is used to
describe the process of deploying, configuring and managing a VNF instance. At the same
time, an NSD allows the standardisation of VNFs’ network operation. Its primary goal is to
determine and describe how VNFs are interconnected in order to achieve service provision.
It is highlighted that in our case, the network services (or VNFs) are the ROS services.
Code Snippet 1: Implementation of the onboarding function.
def onboard(id):
service = Services.query.get_or_404(id)
files = service.filenames.replace('[','').replace(']','').replace("'",'').split(',')
for file in files:
#vnf or Vnf or VNF should be in the title of the vnf descriptor
if re.search("vnf", file) or re.search("Vnf", file) or re.search("VNF", file):
#Remove blank character in the beginning
file_no_gap = file.strip()
#vnfd_filename contains the filename that will be used in the vnf onboarding
command
vnfd_filename = UPLOAD_FOLDER + '/' + file_no_gap
#ns or Ns or NS should be in the title of the ns descriptor
if re.search("ns", file) or re.search("Ns", file) or re.search("NS", file):
#Remove blank character in the beginning
file_no_gap = file.strip()
#nsd_filename contains the filename that will be used in the ns onboarding
command
nsd_filename = UPLOAD_FOLDER + '/' + file_no_gap
try:
hostname = "10.152.183.81"
myclient = client.Client(host=hostname, sol005=True)
myclient.vnfd.create(vnfd_filename, None, None, False, False, False, False)
myclient.nsd.create(nsd_filename, None, None, False)
except Exception as e:
return str(e) + "- There was a problem instantiating the Service."
return redirect('/')
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Onboarding of VNF and NS descriptors to OSM

Α primary operation, to deploy a service, is to onboard its respective VNFD and NSD. The
implementation of the onboarding function of VNFD and NSD to OSM is depicted in Code
Snippet 1.
In more detail, in the first, if statement, the code searches for the keyword “vnf” or “Vnf” or
“VNF” in the file name. vnfd_filename holds the path to the VNF descriptor. Similarly, in the
second if statement the code searches for the keyword “ns” of “Ns” or “NS” in the file name.
nsd_filename holds the path to the NS descriptor. The OSM client vnfd.create and nsd.create
functions onboard the VNFd and NSd files correspondingly to OSM.

2.3.2

Instantiation of network services

After onboarding the VNFD and NSD to OSM, the system is ready and able to instantiate the
service. The whole process is depicted in Code Snippet 2.
In order to instantiate the network service, it is mandatory to define the id that will be used in
the OSM instantiation command (ns.create command). In the first if statement the code
searches for the keyword “ns” of “Ns” or “NS” in the file name. The search process is
conducted inside this (NS) tar file for the yaml file (the NS descriptor). In this descriptor file, it
should be found the line containing the id. ns_id will contain the id that will be used in the
instantiation command.

2.3.3

Deletion of instantiated network service

For the deletion of a network service, it should first be found the id that will be used in the
OSM deletion command (ns.delete command) in a similar way as for the instantiation of
network service: first look into the YAML file of the NS descriptor in the tar file for the id of the
ns, and then call ns.delete command using this id.
During the deletion process, both NSD and VNFD should be deleted. Starting with the VNFD
follows the process described before with the difference that the appropriate command for
this action is the vnfd.delete command. The search is performed in the YAML file of the VNF
descriptor (located in the tar file) for the id (line “id” in the YAML file), and then we call the
vnfd.delete command using this id. The same holds also for the NSD, by using the nsd.delete
command. The search is performed in the YAML file of the NS descriptor in the tar file for the
id of the ns, and then we call the nsd.delete command using this id.
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Code Snippet 2: Implementation of the instantiation function.
def instantiate(id):
service = Services.query.get_or_404(id)
files = service.filenames.replace('[','').replace(']','').replace("'",'').split(',')
for file in files:
#ns or Ns or NS should be in the title of the ns descriptor
if re.search("ns", file) or re.search("Ns", file) or re.search("NS", file):
#Remove blank character in the beginning
file_no_gap = file.strip()
#nsd_filename contains the filename that will be used in the ns onboarding
command
nsd_filename = UPLOAD_FOLDER + '/' + file_no_gap
#Read compressed file
tar = tarfile.open(nsd_filename, "r")
for member in tar.getmembers():
#We care only for the yaml file in the tar
if "yaml" in str(member):
f = tar.extractfile(member)
if f:
content = f.read()
#Decode the UTF-8-encoded byte string
content=content.decode('UTF-8')
#Find the "id" line in the nsd and retrieve the id
for item in content.split("\n"):
if "id:" in item:
item = item.strip()
name_and_id = item.split(":")
#ns_id contains the id that will be used in the instantiation
command
ns_id = name_and_id[1].strip()
break
try:
hostname = "10.152.183.81"
myclient = client.Client(host=hostname, sol005=True)
myclient.ns.create(ns_id,ns_id,"openstack-site",None,None,"test","ENABLED")
except Exception as e:
return str(e) + "- There was a problem instantiating the Service."
return redirect('/')
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3 E2E smart event BUS
The application architecture of 5G-ERA is based on the Robotic Operating System (ROS) as
a tool for realising data processing in robotic systems. It is meant to be executed in devices,
edge and cloud, as shown in Figure 2. ROS1 is an excellent tool for interconnection of data
processing tasks within a local system, but it lacks means for communication across systems
via network – 3rd-party tools must achieve this. Usually, a broker, like ZeroMQ or RabbitMQ,
can be used, but there are many other software libraries. Brokers typically provide QoS and
message management settings like topic-based queues, message expiration, routing, etc.

Figure 2: The desired architecture in 5G-ERA contains ROS1 computing nodes across Device, Edge
and Cloud connected by ROS2, which enables efficient communication through the network.

ROS2 1 (a newer version of ROS starting in 2017), on the other hand, provides this functionality
without using an external broker. It sends messages using a DDS protocol (built on top of UDP
protocol) which allows for automatic discovery of services/topics across a local network.
Therefore, when a computing node publishes data, the data can be consumed in a different
system without any configuration. ROS2 with DDS offers a variety of Quality of Service (QoS)
policy settings. The communication can be as reliable as TCP or as best-effort as UDP, with
many possible states in between (ROS 1 primarily only supported TCP). The QoS policies are
combined into QoS profiles, while ROS2 provides predefined profiles for common use cases
(e.g. sensor data). QoS profiles can be specified for publishers, subscriptions, service servers
and clients, and the profiles must be compatible with each other. Incompatibilities and other
QoS events can be caught, and callback functions are triggered accordingly. QoS profile
includes settings for the History (keep last N or all samples), Depth (Queue size for History),
Reliability (best effort or reliable), Durability (transient local od volatile), Deadline (duration max time between subsequent messages), Lifespan (duration - max time between the
publishing and the reception), Liveliness (automatic or manual by topic), and Lease Duration
policies. ROS2 contains predefined QoS profiles for Default QoS settings for publishers and
subscriptions, Services, Sensor data, Parameters, and System default. This architecture can
be relatively easily used to design distributed applications where e.g. sensors data produced
by devices are processed in a cloud on a server with powerful computing resources.
Moreover, the server can combine data from multiple sources. DDS itself allows for sufficiently

1

https://ros.org/
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flexible communication across the local network, the communication through non-local
networks must be, however, realised by:
●
●
●

external broker (as in the case of ROS1),
setting DDS servers, or
setting VPN, which is a preferred solution in 5G-ERA.

ROS2/DDS can be considered reliable and sufficient for data distribution across applications
in edge/cloud.

Figure 3: In the proposed smart event bus, relevant ROS2 nodes (those that realise edge/cloud
communication) are instrumented with a transparent mechanism that observes incoming and
outgoing data and periodically reports them to central storage.

End-to-end smart event bus extends ROS2 with monitoring of data transfers and provides
tools for generating events related to applications, as shown in Figure 3. The statistical
information about data (from both publishers and consumers) are gathered in a global data
stream visible to all nodes. This data stream is also used to emit and read event bus messages
that other applications can process, which can make application-related decisions. From
the application point of view, the monitoring is transparent and requires only minimal
changes in the code of applications.
A multi-camera traffic surveillance system is provided as an example and motivation for the
monitoring mechanism. Such a system produces a relatively small data package (an event)
every time a vehicle is observed (its image and metadata could be 50 to 500 kB per vehicle).
The number of events per camera stays low at night since the traffic is low. However, the
traffic increases in the daytime and data rates from many cameras can easily reach
gigabytes per minute (depending on the number of cameras). The cloud side of this system
processes the images (reads license plates, matches them to a database to realize the
business logic etc.) and processing of each image takes a few milliseconds of time. Smart
event bus monitors the data, and it can do the following actions:
●

●

Emit alarms when
○ Data rates on publisher and subscriber have different bandwidth
○ Latency is systematically too high
Trigger instantiation of multiple workers - The worker can produce an event which
means that its data queue reached a certain size, and that new worker should be
instantiated.
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At this point, we do not have a fixed definition of what possible events/messages are. Rather
we leave it to Smart Event Bus users to define the messages and associate actions with them
(via external applications accessing message stream). Smart event bus provides an API for
realizing this kind of communication.

3.1 Description of software package
We developed two experimental monitoring tools for ROS2 that use rclpy2 (Python version)
and rclcpp 3 (C++ version) libraries to measure data flow and other transfer characteristics on
the selected topic or on the given nodes.
Two measuring tools were implemented. The first tool (topic_monitor_py package)
implements a ROS node that receives and analyzes all messages on the selected topic. The
second tool (monitor_node_py and monitor_node_cpp packages) implements Monitor
class, which inherits from the Node class and instrument it with monitoring functionality for
both incoming and outgoing messages.
Specifically, both tools measure:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

the time stamp (seconds as double),
data flow (B/s),
number of messages,
average message size (bytes),
number of subscribers and publishers,
topic name,
hostname,
local IPs,
data type (class) of the message,
list of TopicEndpointInfo objects from rclpy,
CPU times, CPU percent, virtual memory and disk usage from psutil (only python
version).

The monitor_node_py and monitor_node_cpp additionally measure:
●
●
●

latency (nanoseconds),
number of lost messages,
incoming and outgoing bandwidth and corresponding average sizes.

The data are recorded and published in an adjustable period to a backend broker that can
be defined upon instantiation of the Monitor node.

2ROS2

client library for Python https://github.com/ros2/rclpy

3ROS2

client library for C++ https://github.com/ros2/rclcpp
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To measure latency and lost packets, ROS2 messages are wrapped with a header that also
contains the message id, publisher id, and sending time. It is assumed that all nodes in the
network have the same system time.
Command-line configuration of the topic_monitor_py allows users to set the measurement
period, topic name, maximum window size, Kafka server url and other parameters.
The monitor_node_py (and similarly monitor_node_cpp) allows you to set these parameters
within the class constructor. We inherit from the Monitor class and we can set the optional
parameters in the constructor. An example in python is shown in Code Snippet 3.
Code Snippet 3: Talker node inherits from Monitor which implements data monitoring. Every time an
instance of the Talker publishes or receives data, statistical information is recorded and every few
seconds sent to the server.
from rclpy.qos import qos_profile_sensor_data
from monitor_node_py.monitor_node import Monitor
from std_msgs.msg import String
class Talker(Monitor):
"""
Talker node.
Node designed to publish messages. Inherits from the Monitor class.
"""
def __init__(self):
"""
Create a Talker node.
"""
super().__init__('talker_node_py', period=1.0, window_size=100
kafka_bootstrap_servers='localhost:19092',
publisher_topic='monitor_data')

# Specify the remote server and...

# … topic name for monitoring data

# Create a publisher.
self.publisher = self.create_publisher(String, topic, qos_profile_sensor_data)

The node sends records as JSON on the ROS2 and Apache Kafka default topic name
“monitor_data”. The data is also logged to files and written to the console. The QoS of
topic_monitor_node (topic_monitor_py package) is set to be as compatible as possible.
The packages contain auxiliary test nodes for publishing (talker_node, with the possibility of
setting the publishing of messages of different sizes at different intervals) and
dataset_talker_node for publishing according to simulation data files with timestamps and
message sizes) and receiving (listener_node) messages.
The output of the listener node console, with a sample of one of the json messages that are
sent to Kafka is shown in Code Snippet 4.
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Code Snippet 4: Example output showing data sent to monitoring server.
[INFO] [1635170597.105416600] [listener_node]: I heard: 2 chars
[INFO] [1635170597.108343500] [listener_node]: I heard: 8 chars
{"time":1635170597.0967314,"node name":"listener_node","node
id":2452558958848,"bandwidth":1021,"messages":354,"message size mean":2,
"outgoing bandwidth":0,"outgoing messages":0,"outgoing message size mean":0,
"incoming bandwidth":1021,"incoming messages":354,"incoming message size mean":2,
"latency (nanoseconds)":12468415,"lost messages":28,"publishers":2,"subscribers":1,
"topics":["test"],"hostname":"pckleparnik","local ip":"172.31.224.1",
"topics endpoint info":[{"topic name":"test",
"publishers_info_by_topic":[{"node name":"talker_node","node namespace":"/",
"topic type":"interfaces/msg/Data","endpoint type":"PUBLISHER",
"GID":[77, 172, 16, 1, 221, 241, 231, 121, 245, 74, 243, 118, 0, 0, 21, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0],"QoS profile":{"reliability":"BEST_EFFORT","durability":"VOLATILE",
"lifespan (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807,"deadline (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807,
"liveliness":"AUTOMATIC","liveliness lease duration (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807}},
{"node name":"talker_node","node namespace":"/","topic type":"interfaces/msg/Data",
"endpoint type":"PUBLISHER","GID":[151, 197, 16, 1, 106, 207, 200, 210, 57, 223, 177, 17, 0, 0,
21, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
"QoS profile":{"reliability":"BEST_EFFORT","durability":"VOLATILE",
"lifespan (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807,"deadline (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807,
"liveliness":"AUTOMATIC","liveliness lease duration (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807}}],
"subscriptions_info_by_topic":[{"node name":"listener_node","node namespace":"/",
"topic type":"interfaces/msg/Data","endpoint type":"SUBSCRIPTION","GID":[227, 207, 16, 1, 79,
187, 74, 140, 155, 208, 241, 180, 0, 0, 21, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
"QoS profile":{"reliability":"BEST_EFFORT","durability":"VOLATILE",
"lifespan (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807,"deadline (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807,
"liveliness":"AUTOMATIC","liveliness lease duration (nanoseconds)":9223372036854775807}}]}],
"cpu times":
{"user":4757.203125,"system":8367.984375000116,"idle":705869.4218749999,"interrupt":557.625,"dpc"
:1880.109375},"cpu percent":61.5,
"virtual memory":
{"total":25707089920,"available":16258461696,"percent":36.8,"used":9448628224,"free":16258461696}
,"disk usage":[1000202039296, 799065325568, 201136713728, 79.9]}

The software also includes a demo python script for working with measured data received
from Kafka in real-time. The script ros2-kafka-monitor.py connects to the Kafka server and
receives individual data recorded from ROS2 nodes. The data such as average bandwidth,
incoming latency of ROS2 messages, number of lost messages, number of messages and the
average message size is visualized every second in graphs. If some limit values are reached,
for example for the incoming bandwidth, this state is visualized by a red dot.
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Figure 4: The output of ros2-kafka-monitor.py - the plots display monitoring data in real time.

Figure 4 shows an example output of ros2-kafka-monitor.py. Data from three nodes, two
publishers and one subscriber are recorded. The first graph in the left column contains the
average bandwidth separately for each node. The second graph in the left column shows
the average latency of incoming messages. The last graph in the left column represents the
sums of the incoming and outgoing bandwidths and their difference. The first graph in the
right column represents the number of lost messages, where the exceeded limit of 4 lost
messages is visualized by a filled red dot. In the next graph on the right is the number of
sent/received messages per monitoring period (1 second). The last graph shows the average
sizes of messages sent and received for each node.

3.2 Results of traffic monitoring data
To demonstrate a practical application of the smart event bus, we show an example of
traffic monitoring data as described above. To get realistic data, we captured traffic events
over a forty days period and used this data as a basis for the generation of simulated data simulating traffic events at different times from multiple cameras. Each event is represented
by a timestamp when a camera emitted it and data size from the camera. Estimation of QoS
requirements for this traffic application can be found in Table 3.
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Table 3: QoS specification for traffic surveillance application.
TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE

Description:

In traffic surveillance often multiple (1 - 4) cameras are connected to LOCAL /
EDGE node which processes video stream (detection of license plates and
tracking). This scheme can be applied for many tasks (even outside the traffic
surveillance domain) like speed measurement, car counting, stolen vehicle search,
parking control. The edge node generates events based on the detection/tracking
results (e.g. vehicle passed a certain point in the scene). Events are sent to the
cloud for further processing. Vehicle data rate from camera to edge can be huge
(in order of Gbps), the traffic from edge to the cloud is much lower (approx. 1 MB
per event). This application describes requirements for communication between
edge and cloud where an edge node sends data at a low rate and the cloud can
receive potentially huge data in real time since it gathers data from many edge
nodes. We describe the CLOUD variant of the application only since EDGE and
LOCAL variants do not make any sense in this case. The values are related to the
cloud side of the communication.

CATEGORY

METRIC

UNITS

Expected Response Time

msec

-

-

N/A

Delay

msec

-

-

< 5s

Jitter

msec

-

-

N/A

Data Rate

Mbps

-

-

1000

Required Bandwidth

Mbps

-

-

1000

Loss Rate

rate

-

-

0%

Error Rate

rate

-

-

0%

5G Network Preferred Slice Setting

-

-

-

URLLC

CPU (cores)

cores

-

-

8

CPU (frequency)

MHz

-

-

> 2000

CPU usage

percent

-

-

50

GPU (cores)

cores

-

-

Any

GPU (frequency)

MHz

-

-

Any

GPU (memory)

MB

-

-

1024

GPU usage

percent

-

-

N/A

Memory usage

MB

-

-

1024

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

QoS metric
(Preciseness)
QoS metric
(Accuracy)
Mobile
Network
Setting

Compute
Capabilities
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Results

The results for three different datasets - simulated data for Monday 6am - 10am period for 10,
20 and 50 cameras were collected and presented in Figure 5. This period is especially
convenient for demonstration since there is a visible increase of traffic volume. The following
figures show curves of different colors:
●
●
●

red - the average number of events per second sent from the multi-camera system to
cloud aggregated in 10s intervals.
blue - a moving average of the events/s value;
green - the optimal number of processing nodes in the cloud so all data can be
processed in real time. The assumption is that one node can process 2 events per
second.

The “red” data are captured in real-time using smart event bus - instrumented ROS2 node
which monitors data transfers (mechanism described above) and the “green” is a result of
real-time analysis on the cloud side which emits messages which serves as feedback for
orchestration - in this case, instantiation of computing resources that reacts on the volume of
data sent to the cloud.
This demonstration showed a very basic usage of the monitoring mechanism provided by
the smart event bus. In this case, only the number of messages were observed and simple
analysis based on thresholds was performed. However, the mechanism itself is general and
can be used to monitor other metrics. The monitoring nodes provide rich data that are stored
in the central database and are accessible for analysis. The analysis can not only react to
current data provided by edge systems or cloud processing nodes, but it can analyze
historical data, forecast trends and thus anticipate future situations.
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Request for
more
computing resources.

Need 5 nodes in peaks

Figure 5: Processing data from 10 cameras requires just a single computing node since the message
rate never rises above 2 messages/s. Data from 20 cameras requests for 2 computing nodes.
Processing data from 50 cameras require as high as 5 computing nodes for a brief time.
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4 Integration of Dense Data with Simulation
Environment
In this section, outputs related to the Task 3.4 are described. The following sections contain
information about the toolboxes that use dense data from different sensors, especially
cameras. The description of the toolbox for visual SLAM for omnidirectional cameras is
provided in Section 4.1. The processing pipeline for generating simulation environments
based on real-world dense data is introduced in Section 4.2. Key concepts for the
teleoperation of transportation robots are described in Section 4.3.

4.1 Visual SLAM for omnidirectional camera
Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) localizes mobile robots while
constructing a map of the environment from video. It can be used for visual odometry or the
construction of a map of the surrounding environment, and it can be supplemented by other
sensors such as LIDARs or GPS. It can be used for example to provide backup localization
when a GPS signal is lost. We explored the scenario when Visual SLAM is used as localization
backup and what are the requirements on video stream compression quality in such
a scenario.
From many possible Visual SLAM methods, we chose to focus on sparse (keypoint-base) SLAM
which uses graph optimization. We implemented custom SLAM in python using PyTorch. By
utilizing the automatic differentiation capabilities of PyTorch it is possible to define the graph
optimization problem as error function minimization and to use standard iterative
optimization techniques such as gradient descent. This approach allows users to easily define
new constraints and incorporate new sensors in the optimization while being able to harness
the computational power of GPUs. It also opens new options for developers who are familiar
with Python.
We decided to explore how video compression quality, resolution and bitrate influence the
accuracy of visual odometry in a scenario simulating GPS signal loss. In this scenario, the
odometry is computed only from visual information.
The properties of the SLAM system are:
●

Visual feature extraction. We decided to use SuperPoint (DeTone et al., 2018) feature
extractor which provides close to State-of-the-Art visual keypoint detection and
description. SuperPoint uses a fully convolutional neural network that produces
a dense descriptor map and keypoints are localized as local maxima in the descriptor
map. SuperPoint is computationally expensive and cannot in many cases be
computed locally on the mobile robot hardware. However, it provides high-quality
descriptors, and it can utilize the computational power of GPUs and thus it is a good
candidate for processing in the cloud. We believe that other neural network-based
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visual feature extractors should behave similarly and could be plugged into the
processing pipeline if needed.
Visual feature matching. SLAM requires correspondences of objects in different video
frames. For the considered sparse slam, the matched objects are local image
keypoints represented by their high-dimensional descriptors. In our experiments, we
match only two consecutive frames and key-points identities are propagated to
further frames if the matches are connected. We did not include loop closure as we
were interested in relatively short distance odometry. The algorithm we used for
feature matching is SuperGlue (Sarlin et al., 2020) which provides very good matching
quality at a significant computational cost. It can be computed on GPU and is also
a good candidate for a cloud-based SLAM service.
Camera model and constraints. Reliable Visual Odometry has to be robust to viewpoint occlusions (e.g. car closely following a large bus). A good option is to use a 360°
camera. We detect and track image features in equirectangular projection. The
features are then represented by their spherical coordinates (azimuth/elevation). We
construct a graph of explicit 3D point positions and 6 Degrees of Freedom (DoF)
cameras. The cameras are represented by their position and 3 rotation angles. We
consider the reprojection errors computed by a cross product of the image feature
viewing direction and the viewing direction of the estimated 3D point. This implies that
cameras are connected through the estimated 3D points. This constraint is robust to
outliers as it is linear with respect to the reprojection distance. Additionally, we add a
constraint linking consecutive camera positions by computing square error of their
distances compared to their distance from in GPS record (this constraint has very low
weight and only encourages the reconstruction to roughly match the scale of the
original trajectory).
Optimization. We optimize the camera positions, rotations and 3D point positions with
Adam algorithms. This variant of gradient descent uses momentum, and it normalises
the speed of optimization of each optimized variable. The normalization is needed as
cameras and 3D points each have different numbers of connections resulting in very
different magnitudes of gradients. The optimization adds each new camera frame to
the graph by (1) optimizing only the camera position and rotation by connecting it to
already existing 3D points, (2) initialise the 3D position of new 3D points by simple
triangulation, (3) optimize positions of the last 20 camera frames and the 3D points
connected to them. Stage (1) uses 20 optimization iterations and stage (2) uses 180
iterations.
Heuristics. After a camera and the corresponding 3D points are added to the graph,
3D points are rejected if: (1) they are 10m below the camera; (2) they are further than
500m from the camera; (3) their median viewing direction error is higher than 0.7°.
Only points visible from at least three camera positions were included in the graph.

We performed experiments on two sequences recorded by an off-the-shelf consumer 360°
camera GoPro Fusion 360 mounted on the roof of a car. These videos were stitched without
using any stabilization into an equirectangular projection. Sequence 1 is a 4.5 km drive
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through the city Brno and Sequence 2 is a 22 km drive in diverse environments (city, villages,
highway, local roads and dense forest). The GPS tracks are shown in Figure 6 together with a
view from Sequence 1 (see Figure 7). The speed was limited to 50 Km/h in Sequence 1. A
large part of the Sequence 2 was driven at 110 and 90 Km/h.

Figure 6: Real trajectory of the Sequence 1 (left) and Sequence 2 (right).

Figure 7: Example of equirectangular projection of video frame from omnidirectional camera GoPro
Fusion 360.
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We tested the effect of video compression on visual odometry. We evaluated developed
method for four different resolutions (vertical video frame resolutions 512, 768, 1024, 1536), six
bitrates (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40 Mbit/s) and two frame rates (30 and 15 fps). The videos were
compressed by libx264 using preset superfast with the target bit rate.
The absolute GPS positions were not used during the reconstruction and, as a consequence,
the reconstructed trajectory can have arbitrary orientation and can be translated in the 3D
space. Also, the scale does not have to match exactly the original trajectory. To be able to
compare the reconstructed trajectory with a GPS trajectory, we rotate, scale and translate
the reconstructed trajectory such that it matches the GPS trajectory in ground plane
projection as much as possible (mean squared error in 2D). See Figure 8.
From the aligned trajectories, we computed two errors. Global mean error computes mean
distance on the whole aligned trajectory in the ground plane. Local median error aligns
shorter segments of the track (only 2D rotation and translation in the ground plane) based
on the segment endpoints. The aggregated error is then computed as the median of
displacement errors in the middle segments. Results for Sequences 1 and 2 are shown in Table
4 and Table 5 respectively.

Figure 8: Examples of reconstructed trajectories from Visual SLAM module (blue) aligned with the
original GPS trajectory (yellow) for Sequence 1 and 2 respectively.
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Table 4: Influence of vertical resolution, bitrate and framerate for Sequence 1.
Vertical resolution
[px] /
Bitrate [Mbit/s]

30
fps

15
fps

Global mean error [m]
512

Local median error 400 [m]

768

1024

1536

512

768

1024

1536

1

69.27

106.42

144.62

519.90

13.39

24.95

39.38

23.90

2

58.71

63.80

93.60

126.27

12.52

12.33

22.26

31.75

5

37.19

34.29

38.15

298.55

9.66

7.97

9.86

53.68

10

38.72

26.77

28.43

38.57

8.30

7.26

8.21

9.63

20

46.55

27.10

26.30

34.80

10.54

7.46

7.05

7.82

40

52.02

36.46

34.95

41.72

10.28

8.02

8.93

7.77

1

56.51

78.63

99.85

161.27

14.31

18.39

27.48

49.43

2

42.88

57.39

58.62

81.74

11.65

13.30

12.87

20.13

5

44.97

38.71

39.33

54.44

11.54

7.96

8.99

11.26

10

46.40

38.67

43.08

37.46

10.87

7.45

7.80

8.17

20

53.76

47.51

46.99

33.83

12.45

9.45

6.99

7.26

Table 5: Influence of vertical resolution, bitrate and framerate for Sequence 2. SLAM completely
failed for lower bitrates, and it was impossible to align the resulting reconstruction and measure errors
(denoted as N/A).

Vertical
resolution [px] /
Bitrate [Mbit/s]

30
fps

15
fps

Global mean error [m]
512

768

1024

Local median error 400 [m]
1536

512

768

1024

1536

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

751.56

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.83

N/A

N/A

N/A

10

688.65

358.30

N/A

N/A

3.48

7.97

N/A

N/A

20

755.18

861.68

527.04

N/A

3.65

4.04

6.22

N/A

40

830.30

684.03

679.65

513.50

4.08

4.45

4.85

9.66

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

813.97

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.32

N/A

N/A

N/A

10

1,201.18

673.76

2,978.33

N/A

4.43

5.20

14.65

N/A

20

929.94

1,250.84

885.54

734.98

4.48

4.97

5.95

18.49
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4.2 Dense Data Based Simulation Environment
For the development of autonomous robotic systems, a simulation environment that allows
testing the robot's functions without the possibility of damaging it or the environment is very
important. This makes development significantly faster and cheaper. To achieve good
results, the simulation environment should be as close as possible to the real situation. It is
often very difficult to create a simulation environment with good fidelity and look sufficiently
like the real world. There are advanced scene simulators such as Carla 4 for simulating the
world for autonomous driving development or Gazebo5 for robot simulations. The number of
simulated scenes is limited and creating more is laborious. However, it is possible to
automatically generate simulation data from the real world and then modify it for simulation
purposes. This makes it possible to expand the number of simulation scenes very quickly.

Figure 9: Coloured point cloud (9 million points).

For the acquisition of real data, we use a setup for precise road mapping (GIS), consisting of
lidars, cameras and a very accurate GPS. This is similar to the setup used in the popular Kitti360

4

https://carla.org/

5

http://gazebosim.org/
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autonomous driving dataset. To achieve high accuracy, the recording set was calibrated the exact internal parameters of the cameras were determined, and the data from the
cameras and lidar were geometrically aligned to each other. The output from the recording
set is a rectified point cloud and a photo or video taken every 5 meters maximum with the
exact position and rotation of the cameras. We are working to create our recording setup
with lidar and cameras that would use a cheaper GPS supplemented with Visual SLAM
(described in Section 4.1) for accurate odometry. However, the point cloud format is not
suitable for simulations, and the data is very large, difficult to display, sparse, and there are
no suitable programs to simulate it. It is better to convert them to a textured mesh used in
standard simulation programs such as Gazebo.

Figure 10: A classified point cloud from a developed segmentation tool into four categories: road
(orange), road signs (red), terrain (dark cyan) and low/high vegetation (green).

In general, high-quality point clouds have many points in the millions for a 100-meter stretch
of road with a surrounding distance of 20 meters (see Figure 9). Many triangles are created
using standard point cloud to mesh conversion algorithms. Their number needs to be
decimated to a reasonable value for efficient storing and rendering. The uniform decimation
of the whole scene causes significant errors because more triangles are used for
geometrically complex structures such as trees or bushes and very few for the terrain. This
causes significant noticeable errors in terrain areas such as roads, fields, boundaries, etc. (It
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is better to decimate the different categories of objects (e.g. terrain, buildings, trees) in the
scene separately and set the appropriate decimation level for each category. To do this,
you must first determine which class each point in the point cloud corresponds to. LASTools 6,
a widely used point cloud processing toolkit, includes a lasclassify tool to classify point clouds
into classes such as roads, terrain, buildings, low and high vegetation, etc. It mainly uses the
surface search in the point cloud and the height of the points above the terrain for
classification. It does not use any visual data at all. The classification result is not very
accurate. Therefore, we developed our own point cloud segmentation tool that also uses
visual data. The segmentation neural network processes the photos, and the segmentation
results are projected back to the point cloud. This procedure makes the point cloud
classification very accurate.
The conversion of point cloud to textured mesh is as follows:
●
●

●
●

●
●

6

splitting of the point cloud into terrain, building and vegetation classes according to
the segmentation (see Figure 10)
pixels using voxel sampling, the voxel size is 10 cm, which still maintains the good
geometric quality of the scene while reasonably reducing the number of pixels in the
scene. The reduction in the number of pixels is necessary to reduce the time
consumption of the point cloud to mesh conversion algorithm.
point cloud to mesh conversion using Poisson algorithm, large algorithm depth is set
to preserve details (depth=11), which is computation time and RAM intensive
filtering triangles with low point density and large edge length, mostly artefacts
created by the Poisson algorithm. Experimentally, a maximum edge length of 50cm
was determined for terrain and 25cm for vegetation and buildings (values are mainly
determined by the point cloud density). For terrain, it is a good idea to set a larger
edge length to better fill holes while not causing visible artefacts.
finding and removing isolated sub-mesh, often artefacts
mesh decimation to the desired number of triangles. The original mesh has millions of
triangles for a 100-meter road segment. We ran experiments with decimation to 10K,
50K, 100K, 500K triangles. For terrain and buildings, which are often flat surfaces,
decimation to 50K, or 100K triangles is appropriate; it maintains good scene quality
while the resulting mesh does not take up too much space and is efficient for imaging.
For sufficient vegetation quality, it is generally necessary to maintain more triangles
than for terrain or buildings. The number of triangles is related to the amount of
vegetation on the reconstructed section (e.g., forest sections require a larger number
of triangles). The amount of vegetation triangles after decimation for our scenes
reaches 200K to 1M. It is also possible to not process the vegetation at all, just save the
locations where it was and generate uniform vegetation using another tool.

https://rapidlasso.de/category/products/lastools/
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generate texturing coordinates for the vertices of mesh triangles (uv coordinates
unwarping). We used the standard open-source tools xatlas 7 and UV Atlas 8. An
example of generated texturing maps from these tools can be seen in Figure 11.
Creation of the texture is done by projecting the mesh vertices onto the original photo,
followed by cutting out the individual triangles and warping them to UV coordinates
and saving them to the texture. It is possible to select a texture for one triangle from
multiple photos. Then the cut-outs are blended, triangles with a lower average
distance from the camera have a higher weight. A visibility test is also performed using
depth maps generated from the point cloud; views that are not visible are not used
for blending.

The output is a mesh in OBJ format and a PNG texture. This mesh can be further converted
to the Collada format (.dae) and used within the Gazebo simulation tool (videos at
https://youtu.be/9OSqhxj4zQs and https://youtu.be/m5wEQbbYTKk). An example of a
reconstructed environment generated based on dense data is depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 11: Generated texture coordinates based on xatlas and UV Atlas frameworks respectively.

7

https://github.com/jpcy/xatlas

8

https://github.com/Microsoft/UVAtlas
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Figure 12: Textured meshes of scanned terrain generated from point cloud and photos captured by
a mobile mapping system (1 074 979 triangles).
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4.3 Dense Data Transmission for Teleoperation
Teleoperation of transportation robotic platforms is another use case of using dense data in
the scope of a simulation environment. Key concepts together with collected QoS
requirements are described in this section. There are sever main key features of teleoperation
in transportation:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Redundant data and video streams (multi-carrier/multi-technology - LTE and WiFi)
Safety measures
Encrypted communication
Low latency video stream (glass-to-glass latency sub 150ms on LTE) and vehicle
control commands
System customization (variable number of cameras or transmission channels)
Vehicle agnostic

Description for each of these features is provided in the following paragraphs. QoS for
teleoperation in transportation use case can be found in Table 6.
Figure 13 shows the main concepts of teleoperation in the transportation use case. The heart
of the teleoperation system is called the Gateway. All vehicles and remote stations connect
to the Gateway where the vehicle or the remote station is authenticated. Once they are
authenticated, they report their status to the gateway, which in turn sends the data to fleet
management where it is visualized. Then, an operator (might be the driver himself) chooses
to connect a vehicle and a remote station using fleet management. Once connected, the
driver is able to see the image streamed from the vehicle, as well as its speed and other data.
The driver may then choose to take over the vehicle and drive it remotely to the desired
location. Upon reaching the destination, they can release the vehicle and switch to driving
another one.

Figure 13: Concepts of teleoperation for transportation robotic platforms with data flow description.
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Redundant connection
To increase the safety of our system, we employ a redundant connection using multiple LTE
carriers with independent networks. Thus, in case of a temporary signal loss of one carrier, we
still transmit control commands to the vehicle and image stream and vehicle data to the
remote station. We are also able to use multi-band WiFi communication for the case of
warehouses and other places with bad LTE signal reception. And in case both WiFi and LTE
connection are available, we can use both, the only limiting factor is the downlink at the
remote station site. Because we use multiple routers, there is also hardware redundancy for
the case of one of the routers fail.

Safety measures
For the times when even the redundant connection does not suffice and the connection
between the vehicle and the remote station is lost, we make use of all of our devices being
time-synchronized through NTP and if the last received control message is older than
a certain, configurable, number of milliseconds, the car automatically stops. The fact that
our devices are time-synchronized is also being used to let the driver know, how old the
image they are seeing is so that they can more easily adapt their driving to the current
latency.

Encryption
For all network communication, we employ either the TLS or the DTLS protocol version 1.2 or
newer. For key signature, we use ECDSA, for key exchange either CECPQ1 or ECDH and for
the encryption itself we use either ChaCha20-Poly1305, AES-256/GCM, or AES-128/GCM
(order signifies preference). We also use forced client authentication. The video stream is
encrypted using the SRTP protocol with the SRTP key being dynamically generated and
transmitted over an encrypted channel.

Image stream and vehicle control commands
To allow the remote driver to operate a vehicle safely, the difference between what they
see and what the reality is at the time they take action needs to be as small as possible.
However, it is also essential that the driver’s input is transferred to the vehicle as soon as
possible. To address the first point, we use an optimized GStreamer 9 pipeline to stream the
image encoded in VP8, taking advantage of hardware encoding and decoding. The
second point is addressed through our own DTLS-based protocol, which allows us to keep
the safety of TLS encrypted communication while eliminating the shortcomings of TCP when
used in wireless communication.

9

https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
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System customization
One of the biggest advantages of our system is its ability to be fitted for the needs of
a particular use case. We generally use four cameras to capture the surroundings of a
vehicle, but it is no problem to add more. Either for the sake of redundancy or to monitor
cargo etc., the only limiting factor is bandwidth. The possibility to use multiple channels for
communication not only enables us to use redundant connections but can also be used to
increase available bandwidth, which in turn allows for an increased number of camera
streams or their improved quality.

Vehicle agnostic
Because the device that is used for communication with the remote station is not itself
connected to the vehicle interface and instead uses an interface to send commands, it can
be placed into any vehicle with any interface. On the other side of this vehicle agnostic
interface, we have a device that runs a vehicle-specific program that translates our protocol
to the vehicle’s commands and sends them to the vehicle’s interface (usually CAN bus).
Thus, the only part of our solution that needs to be adjusted per vehicle type is this small
command-translating device. This modular solution can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Modular scheme of the car unit.
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Table 6: Measured QoS requirements for teleoperation of transportation robot.

TRANSPORTATION ROBOT TELEOPERATION
Description:

Quality of Service requirements for transportation robotic platform
teleoperation. Measurement covers video data transmission from the car
unit to the remote station and controlling instructions and information from
the remote station to the car.

CATEGORY

METRIC

UNITS

Expected Response Time

msec

N/A

< 50

< 100

Delay

msec

N/A

< 50

< 100

Jitter

msec

N/A

< 25

< 50

Data Rate

Mbps

N/A

> 20

> 20

Required Bandwidth

Mbps

N/A

> 20

> 20

Loss Rate

rate

N/A

< 0.1%

< 1%

Error Rate

rate

N/A

< 0.1%

< 1%

5G Network Preferred Slice
Setting

-

N/A

eMMB

URLLC

CPU (cores)

cores

4

>4

>4

CPU (frequency)

MHz

1200

1600

2000

CPU usage

percent

100

20

20

GPU (cores)

cores

128

N/A

N/A

GPU (frequency)

MHz

1430

N/A

N/A

GPU (memory)

MB

4000

N/A

N/A

GPU usage

percent

100

N/A

N/A

Memory usage

MB

4096

16384

65536

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

QoS metric
(Preciseness)
QoS metric
(Accuracy)
Mobile
Network
Setting

Compute
Capabilities
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5 Model Based Machine Learning Toolboxes
in Cloud
The concept of machine learning (ML) toolboxes in scope this work package must satisfy
multiple conditions:
●
●
●
●
●

Designed for multiple objectives
Consistent structure of the individual toolbox
Shared knowledge of QoS and computational resources requirements
Possibility to containerize toolboxes individually
Unified input/output interface

The key concept of ML toolboxes design is depicted in Figure 15. Each toolbox may create
a single container together with a unified input/output interface.

Figure 15: Concept of machine learning toolboxes
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Unified input/output interface
The developed ML toolboxes are predetermined to be used by many different actors (robots,
sensors, edge devices (such as smart cameras), etc.). The premise is that actors know nothing
or almost nothing about the requested service. It might be tricky as different services do not
have the same image input resolution, batch size, data format, etc.
To overcome this issue, the unified input/output interface was developed using ROS2
Publisher/Subscriber node types. Camera or input data node (publisher) sends data to
images topic. The subscriber node is part of the Data reader block, shown in Figure 14. Input
data subscriber node reads ROS Images from camera topic and transforms data to NumPy
format using ros2_numpy library. NumPy images are stacked into the inner data queue for
further processing. The result of the service inference step is published through the Data
output block to the topic results. A detailed scheme of communication and data flow for ML
toolboxes can be found in Figure 16.
The selected methods and machine learning models for developed services are specified in
the following sections together with QoS requirements for every service. Simulated
environments ROBOT/EDGE/CLOUD (Section 2.2) were reflected during measurements.

Figure 16: Concept of unified input/output interface using ROS/ROS2.
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5.1 Object Detection
The heart of the object detection toolbox is a single-shot convolutional neural network
detector called YOLOv5 (Jocher, 2021). The detector itself has multiple variants (n, s, m, l, x,
n6, s6, m6, l6, x6) which differ in input image resolution and/or network structure (depth,
number of layers, etc.). Variants have diverse detection accuracy and processing speed,
which results in different QoS requirements for each variant. For the scope of this work
package, the “m” variant (YOLOv5m) has been selected and evaluated. Other variants may
be available during the next project stages. QoS requirements collected for object detection
service are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: QoS requirements for object detection toolbox

OBJECT DETECTION TOOLBOX
Description:

Machine learning service for object detection. Service is based on a
PyTorch implementation of neural network detector YOLOv5m. The
resolution of input images is 640 x 640 pixels. The EDGE environment
assumes better video quality due to available network capacity.

CATEGORY

METRIC

UNITS

Expected Response Time

msec

N/A

< 2000

< 2000

Delay

msec

N/A

< 100

< 400

Jitter

msec

N/A

< 50

< 50

Data Rate

Mbps

N/A

< 60

<5

Required Bandwidth

Mbps

N/A

< 60

<5

Loss Rate

rate

N/A

< 0.01%

< 0.1%

Error Rate

rate

N/A

< 0.01%

< 0.1%

5G Network Preferred Slice
Setting

-

N/A

eMMB

URLLC

CPU (cores)

cores

4

>8

>4

CPU (frequency)

MHz

1200

1600

2000

CPU usage

percent

95

80

30

GPU (cores)

cores

384

3584

5120

GPU (frequency)

MHz

800

1582

1230

GPU (memory)

MB

2048

2048

2048

GPU usage

percent

95

80

70

Memory usage

MB

4096

16384

32768

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

QoS metric
(Preciseness)
QoS metric
(Accuracy)
Mobile
Network
Setting

Compute
Capabilities
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5.2 Detection of Moving Objects
This toolbox combines object detection service (described in Section 5.1) together with
optical flow estimation for movement evaluation. This toolbox was developed specifically for
the needs of the robotic transportation platform of project partner BringAuto as a standalone
sensor and its detailed description together with QoS measurements are summarized in the
following use-case. Except for the other toolboxes, detection of moving objects is developed
in ROS1 due to the Nvidia Jetson NX platform. QoS requirements collected for detection of
moving object service are shown in Table 8.
Table 8: QoS requirements for object detection and movement evaluation toolbox.

DETECTION AND MOVEMENT EVALUATION TOOLBOX

Description:

Machine learning service for object detection and evaluation, if the object
is moving or not. Service is based on a neural network detector (YOLOv5m)
and keypoint-based optical flow calculation. The EDGE environment
assumes better video quality due to available network capacity. The
resolution of input images is 640 x 640 pixels for all cases.

CATEGORY

METRIC

UNITS

Expected Response Time

msec

N/A

< 5000

< 5000

Delay

msec

N/A

< 100

< 500

Jitter

msec

N/A

< 50

< 50

Data Rate

Mbps

N/A

< 60

<5

Required Bandwidth

Mbps

N/A

< 60

<5

Loss Rate

rate

N/A

< 0.0001%

< 0.001%

Error Rate

rate

N/A

< 0.0001%

< 0.001%

N/A

eMMB

URLLC

4

>8

>4

1200

1600

2000

95

80

30

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

QoS metric
(Preciseness)
QoS metric
(Accuracy)
Mobile
Network
Setting

Compute
Capabilities

5G Network Preferred Slice
Setting

ROBOT

EDGE

CLOUD

CPU (cores)

cores

CPU (frequency)

MHz

CPU usage

percent

GPU (cores)

cores

384

3584

5120

GPU (frequency)

MHz

800

1582

1230

GPU (memory)

MB

2048

2048

2048

GPU usage

percent

95

80

70

Memory usage

MB

4096

16384

65536
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Train Detection for Autonomy Transport Platform

This section provides an implementation description of a detector of moving objects. An
instance of the detector is currently being tested in a real-world scenario of detecting
moving trains in an industrial area that involves train rails for delivering supplies for a factory.
In particular, this train detector is used as a sensor mounted on an autonomous vehicle which
is being developed for automatic transportation of materials and samples between the
factory buildings. Nevertheless, the detector can be deployed in other more general cases,
as it provides built-in support for a wide variety of object classes. Example view from detector
mounted on transportation robotic platform and its setup is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Train detection sensor setup on an autonomous vehicle.

Apart from allowing data processing in the cloud, the overall structure of the detector is
implemented with a focus on also enabling the possibility of direct processing on an
embedded system using the Nvidia Jetson Xavier NX platform. The detector is divided into
several blocks, each running in a separate thread. The first block is represented by Camera
Readers that provide the source of visual input for the entire detector. In case of train
detection use-case, images are obtained from two CSI cameras connected to Jetson NX.
Images from the cameras are passed to the Detector thread, where a convolutional neural
network is employed to provide per-frame object detections. These are then sent to the
Postprocessing threads that gather the temporal information and evaluate low-level visual
information across multiple frames in order to decide whether the detected objects are
moving. The overall structure is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: The overall structure of the detector of moving objects.

The detector thread is implemented using the YOLOv5 (Jocher, 2021) neural network. More
specifically, model size ''m'' is selected, as it combines acceptable speed with high accuracy.
The network is pre-trained on the COCO dataset, and thus provides a large object class
variety to choose from. Before use in the Detector thread, the network is converted into
a TensorRT model to allow fast inference on the Jetson NX device. In order to enable realtime processing without increasing latency, batch size 4 is selected during the conversion
process.
A separate Postprocessing thread is created for each of the input Camera Readers. Inside
this thread, the SORT tracker (Bewley et al., 2016) is first used to group together the bounding
box detections across the time domain. Moreover, the usage of the SORT tracker enables
tracking of multiple objects at once and assessing their motion separately (e.g. when more
object instances appear at the same time in a video stream). Subsequently, optical flow is
estimated for the temporally grouped object detection sequence. For this purpose, pointwise corner keypoints are utilized. The information about whether the object is moving is then
established based on the magnitude of movement of the keypoints.
The resultant data about detected objects and their motion can be directly obtained using
REST API. Aside from offering the endpoint for reading movement detections, the API also
implements endpoints for stopping and starting all the processing threads, in order to enable
the transition of the sensor to and from a standby mode. It should be noted that the detector
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must remain stationary while the detection process is in progress. Otherwise, in case the
detector itself is moving, it cannot be determined if the detected motion is induced by the
observed object or the detector movement itself. Such a situation can easily arise when the
detector is mounted to the autonomous vehicle. Therefore, the implemented endpoints
enable turning the sensor into a standby mode to prevent it from consuming resources and
switching the computation on, once the vehicle stops in front of a rail crossing to check for
moving trains. Lastly, another API endpoint is implemented for sensor status reporting.
Nevertheless, instead of using the REST API, the described processing pipeline can also be
deployed as a ROS node. Consequently, the input video stream is not acquired using
Camera Reader threads, but the detector expects images to be sent over a given ROS topic.
Another topic is then used to publish the final motion detection results in a form of a JSON
string. Such a setup permits decoupling of all system units and allows them to be placed on
different devices, including a possibility of cloud-based computation.
Since the current use-case of the sensor aims at train movement detection, an evaluation of
the detector on YouTube videos observing trains was performed. Additionally, field tests were
carried out at the local railroad track. Photos from the field test with an early version of the
assembled detector are shown in Figure 19. Testing on videos was performed using 10
YouTube videos with varying lengths and viewing angles. All videos were annotated, totalling
more than 38 000 and 5 000 frames containing moving and still trains respectively. Utilizing
these videos, the sensor accuracy was evaluated across the entire length of each video
using the movement information combined from the last 1 second of processing. Overall, the
detector achieves 99.26% accuracy under this testing setup. Detailed results of the
evaluation are provided in Table 9.

Figure 19: Photos from a field test of a development version of the detector.
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Table 9: Results of evaluation of the implemented detector on downloaded YouTube videos
containing trains.

Video # Moving # Incorrect
frames
frames

% Accuracy

# Standing # Incorrect
frames
frames

% Accuracy

1

9047

107

98,82

1565

0

100,00

2

6171

46

99,25

2315

0

100,00

3

1855

6

99,68

-

-

-

4

501

0

100,00

-

-

-

5

3553

0

100,00

-

-

-

6

652

10

98,47

-

-

-

7

501

10

98,00

-

-

-

8

6908

58

99,16

1351

80

94,08

9

7509

32

99,57

152

0

100,00

10

1502

15

99,00

-

-

-

Sum

38199

284

99,26

5383

80

98,51
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5.3 Object Classification
The central unit for the object (image) classification toolbox is the scalable convolutional
neural network EfficientNet (Tan, 2019). There are multiple variants of the neural network from
EfficientNet-B0 to B7, which differ in depth, width and input image resolution. It allows the
user to select suitable models for each use-case individually based on the computational
power available, inference time and accuracy. For measuring the QoS requirements, the
network EfficientNet-B2 was selected, as it provides the best value for reasonable source
consumption. QoS requirements collected for object classification service are shown in Table
10.
Table 10: QoS requirements for object classification toolbox.

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION TOOLBOX
Description:

Machine learning service for object detection. Service is based on a
PyTorch implementation of neural network classifier EfficientNet-B2. The
resolution of input images is 224 x 224 pixels.

CATEGORY

METRIC

UNITS

Expected Response Time

msec

N/A

< 1000

< 1000

Delay

msec

N/A

< 80

< 250

Jitter

msec

N/A

< 100

< 100

Data Rate

Mbps

N/A

< 2.5

< 2.5

Required Bandwidth

Mbps

N/A

< 2.5

< 2.5

Loss Rate

rate

N/A

< 1%

< 1%

Error Rate

rate

N/A

< 1%

< 1%

N/A

eMMB

eMMB

4

>8

>4

1200

1600

2000

95

80

30

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

QoS metric
(Preciseness)
QoS metric
(Accuracy)

Mobile
5G Network Preferred Slice
Network Setting Setting

Compute
Capabilities

-

ROBOT

EDGE

CLOUD

CPU (cores)

cores

CPU (frequency)

MHz

CPU usage

percent

GPU (cores)

cores

384

3584

5120

GPU (frequency)

MHz

800

1582

1230

GPU (memory)

MB

2048

2048

2048

GPU usage

percent

95

80

70

Memory usage

MB

4096

16384

32768
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5.4 Semantic segmentation
The backbone model for semantic segmentation toolbox is the SegFormer network (Xie,
2021). The SegFormer combines Transformer networks with lightweight multilayer perception
(MLP) decoders. It has two appealing features. Firstly, SegFormer outputs multiscale features
through a novel hierarchically structured Transformer encoder and does not need positional
encoding. Secondly, SegFormer avoids complex decoders. The proposed MLP decoder
aggregates information from different layers, and thus combines both local attention and
global attention to render powerful representations. QoS requirements collected for
semantic segmentation service are shown in Table 11.
Table 11: QoS requirements for semantic segmentation toolbox.

SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION TOOLBOX
Description:

Machine learning service for semantic segmentation. Service is based on
a PyTorch implementation of SegFormer neural network. The resolution of
input images is 1920 x 1080 pixels.

CATEGORY

METRIC

UNITS

Expected Response Time

msec

N/A

< 2000

< 2000

Delay

msec

N/A

< 250

< 500

Jitter

msec

N/A

< 100

< 100

Data Rate

Mbps

N/A

<5

<5

Required Bandwidth

Mbps

N/A

<5

<5

Loss Rate

rate

N/A

< 1%

< 1%

Error Rate

rate

N/A

< 1%

< 1%

N/A

eMMB

eMMB

4

>8

>4

1200

1600

2000

95

80

30

QoS metric
(Timeliness)

QoS metric
(Preciseness)
QoS metric
(Accuracy)

Mobile Network 5G Network Preferred Slice
Setting
Setting

Compute
Capabilities

-

ROBOT

EDGE

CLOUD

CPU (cores)

cores

CPU (frequency)

MHz

CPU usage

percent

GPU (cores)

cores

384

3584

5120

GPU (frequency)

MHz

800

1582

1230

GPU (memory)

MB

2048

2048

2048

GPU usage

percent

95

80

70

Memory usage

MB

4096

16384

32768
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6 Conclusions
In this deliverable, we presented developed services for robotic autonomy. We have
created multiple ML toolboxes to enable offloading of heavy computing from robotic
platforms to the cloud. Besides that, a processing pipeline for generating a Gazebo-ready
simulation environment from dense data collected by robots is introduced. This pipeline
allows users to create realistic large-scale simulation environments.
Quality of Service requirements were measured (or estimated where appropriate) for the
developed services within multiple simulated environments – ROBOT, EDGE and CLOUD. The
QoS requirements are part of this text and create the knowledge base, which will be used
together with outcomes from deliverable D2.1 - ML Toolboxes and Semantic Models for
Intent-Based Networking to create corresponding network models for resource usage
estimation and cloud deployment.
The outcomes of this deliverable are achievements of the work package 3 in the 5G-ERA
project. Stakeholders of 5G robot autonomy can test them as standalone software tools. In
the next step, we will extend and further develop them as 5G-ERA middleware for the work
package 4 to ensure that toolboxes can be seamlessly integrated and deployable as
containers for Open Source MANO.
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